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Stephanie Tsang advises on a range of corporate matters with a particular focus on private M&A and venture capital
investments. Stephanie also has experience advising on general corporate advisory matters such as shareholders’
agreements and reorganisations.

Prior to joining Fox Williams as an associate in May 2021, Stephanie trained and qualified at an American-headquartered
international law firm based in London.

Legal Expertise

Corporate advisory
Fundraisings
Mergers & acquisitions
Reorganisations

Experience

Advised QiO Technologies, an AI-powered sustainability technology start-up, on its Series B investment from US-
based WAVE Equity Partners.

Advised FinTech Kennek Solutions on a $4.5 million pre-seed funding round led by Dutch Founders Fund jointly
with ffVC and Plug & Play Ventures.

Advised Volaris Group Inc. on its purchase of Company Watch Investments Limited, a financial analytics solution
provider that delivers commercial credit reference scoring in the age of big data.
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I am a senior associate in Fox William’s corporate team, advising on a
range of domestic and cross-border private M&A transactions, venture
capital investments and other corporate matters.
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Advised Angelina Kohli on the sale of the entire issued share capital of independent financial advisory firm Libra
Financial Management (UK) Ltd to Nicos Rossos Insurance Brokers Limited, one of the leading licensed insurance
brokers in Cyprus.

Advised luxury British travel platform Curated Experiences Ltd on its acquisition of the entire issued share capital
of the members club Epicurean Club Limited as well as advising simultaneously on an equity investment from
certain investors including Pollinate Networks Limited.

Advised a number of start-ups on their different stages of fundraising and general corporate queries.
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